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Psychoswimography: To explore place 
through the art of swimming.

Planktos: Drifting [1]

“This art of swimming, it being so 
profitable a thing as it is towards the 
preserving of man’s life when as he is at 
any time distressed in the greedy jaws of 
the swelling sea, destitute of any other 
help, although it be praised by no-one, yet 
is it praiseworthy in nature.” [2]





I stand at a dusty crossroads with how to 
get to my accommodation instructions 
typed into my phone. Ed my couch surf 
host, has left the key under the mat as he 
is away coaching at a volleyball 
tournament. This is my first afternoon in 
sunny California. A bit lost, sweaty and 
frazzled I go into the nearest shop to ask 
directions and buy a drink - it is hot! 

Inside I’m met by a smiling shop keeper, 
we strike up casual conversation and just 
because I can’t help myself I ask him if he 
swims at all, he answers, “no because my 
grandfather did all the swimming for me”

He then told me the story of how his 
grandfather was one of the few hundred 
survivors of the RMS Lusitania that sunk in 
1915. 



His story instantly connecting Ireland and 
America through the ocean and was such 
a great way to start my art project in Santa  
Barbara.



Eight months earlier Michael O’Rourke 
visited me in my studio and as we chatted 
he told me about The BABEL Working 
Group’s 3rd biennial meeting being held in 
Santa Barbara in October. 

The theme was “On the Beach: 
Precariousness, Risk, Forms of Life, 
Affinity, and Play at the Edge of the World.”

I immediately applied to BABEL.

My proposal “Psychoswimography: Santa 
Barbara” suggested that I come to Santa 
Barbara a few weeks prior to the BABEL 
conference to meet sea swimmers, marine 
biologists and the local aquatic community 
and create new site specific work. 





Before setting out I had made contact with 
‘The Ocean Ducks’ a group of local sea 
swimmers.



During my three weeks in Santa Barbara 
the Ocean Ducks took me under their 
wing and played a crucial part in the 
making of the work for BABEL.

The Ducks meet every Sunday at Butterfly 
Beach. I had arrived on a Saturday. During 
the week they disperse into smaller groups  
meeting at different beaches.

Catching this Sunday swim was crucial for 
connecting with the swimmers and 
determining how the rest of the first week 
would go.



I hired a mountain bike for the three 
weeks. I swam everyday, cycled, filmed 
and interviewed. A flywheel momentum 
gathered with the project. 

Among some of the people I spoke to 
were Ingrid Schmittz who runs an Ocean 
Swimming module at SBCC, Santa 
Barbara Channelkeeper, Holly Lohuis from 
Jean-Michel Cousteau’s Ocean Futures, 
the Yardi lunchtime swimmers at Goleta 
Beach and Alice Alldredge head of Marine 
Biology at UCSB.





An ocean without unnamed monsters         



would be like sleep without dreams. [3]



Alice Alldredge told me about Marine 
Snow and how it is made up from small 
particles of debris that can take weeks to 
drift down to the bottom of the ocean 
where it is a vital source of food for the 
Plankton. 
“The ocean is filled with particulate matter 
that is large enough to see. The organisms 
can attach to these particles where they 
can get food and nutrients. The ocean is 
filled with little, tiny islands that the animals  
swim between and attach to.” [4]

Figure1 



The Santa Barbara Channelkeeper protect 
and restore the Santa Barbara Channel 
and its watersheds through science-based 
advocacy, education, field work and 
enforcement. 

I joined Ben Pitterle and Morgan Coffey 
from Channelkeeper at 4am one morning 
on one of their tasks. We went out into the 
bay to meet a huge cruise ship that was 
arriving and we politely reminded them 
that they were now entering a 12 mile 
voluntary no dumping zone. 



Every Sunday at Butterfly Beach, Rami 
and Emilio from the Ocean Ducks bring a 
fold up table and after the Duck’s Sunday 
swim the swimmers have a breakfast of 
homemade cakes, oranges and passion 
fruits picked from their gardens and Emilio 
always brings a bag of 12 bagels. 



The BABEL conference encourages 
sessions that take the audience out of the 
lecture hall or use alternative ways of 
presenting. “And thus we propose to 
comb the beach - not straighten out, nor 
even to mine, but to entangle while also 
pondering.” [5]



Nineteen days after I arrived in Santa 
Barbara I had made a film, printed cards 
and arranged an invitation to swim event 
as part of my “Psychoswimography: Santa 
Barbara” project.

The swim was as held at lunchtime at 
Campus Point Beach on the final day of 
BABEL. The idea was to allow the 
participants of BABEL and the Ocean 
Ducks a chance for a shared experience of 
the Pacific and the potential to view the 
rest of the day from a more ‘fluid point of 
view’. [6]



I asked the Ducks if we could replicate 
their Sunday swim breakfast feast ritual for 
the BABEL swim. They brought their 
breakfast table to Campus Point and put 
on a great picnic to complement the post 
swim conversations.



“On October 18th I participated in the 
BABEL conference swim. The event was 
deliciously immediate and yet mediated by 
Daws’ stunning photos and videos of 
previous swim events that we had seen 
before. 

Swimming with Vanessa Daws was to 
experience what it would mean to swim as 
an art. To repeat a practice I’ve always 
been passionate about, but to do so as a 
group event, with other joyful, embodied 
humans immersed in fluidity, in the 
energies of waves, in the beams of light 
piercing through water.  It felt like an 
experiment with becoming a medium for 
art.  To be ourselves in interchange with 
the ocean, to be aesthetically overcome by 
the blues and greens of the water.  I won’t 
say the event “elevated” swimming to an 
art, because elevation would place us 



above the practice and what is most 
beautiful to me is to think of how 
swimming—the immersion of the human in 
water—releases us from transcendent 
perspectives, unmoors us as terrestrial 
creatures, allows us to hover in other ways  
of being that are, perhaps, less separate 
from the substances of the world.”

Stacy Alaimo



“Splashing in the green Pacific last 
October I spied two opposed ideas. The 
first, the familiar one, was escape. When 
land mammals enter the ocean, buoyancy 
makes things possible. Swimming is flying, 
almost, and I love its singular touch. But 
what I remember most about Santa 
Barbara is the second thing: how artistic 
practice made swimming into community. 
We were surrounded by swimmers: Ocean 
Ducks, surfers, scholars of premodern 
literature and critical theory, all together in 
the ocean. To be in that translucent alien 
world but not alone in it: the gift of art.” 

Steve Mentz





The work made in Santa Barbara was 
created from chance meetings which were 
rooted in the generosity and friendship of 
strangers. The flow and ebb of the Pacific 
took the project on a journey that could 
never have been planned. 

Notes
1. The word Planktos is Latin for drifting
2. Everard Digby, De Arte Natandii, 1587 
3. John Steinbeck from the Aquatopia Catalogue, 2013
4. Alice Alldredge - from a conversation we had 2014
5. BABEL Working Group www.babel-meeting.org
6. Terry Tempest Williams, Jellies: Living Art 2002

Figure 1 Appendicularians from Alice Alldredge’s article  in 
Scientific American 1976

Stacy Alaimo and Steve Mentz are ‘Aqua Academics’ and 
writers and were both plenary speakers at BABEL. They too 
share an affinity with water and the ocean. I asked them both 
to write a passage in response to my work for the 
conference.

http://www.babel-meeting.org
http://www.babel-meeting.org





